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List of Links in Stuff You Look blog for NID-DAT Exam preparation

Start from here →

Complete NID page

NID MDes CDAT from 2018 - what is it and how to deal with it?

NID MDes Faculty-wise topics/syllabus list

Weekly timetable for NID BDes Strategic Prep

Weekly timetable for NID MDes Strategic Prep

How to start and what to practice for NID-DAT

Comprehensive list of Syllabus for NID-DAT

Syllabus according to changes from 2016

Previous Papers Solutions:

NID-DAT 2018 Mdes Answer Key with explanations

NID-DAT 2017 Bdes Answer key with explanations

Solution to 2016 official sample test paper

NID-DAT 2017 Subjective Ideas

Resources and Material collections:

A comprehensive NID Resource list

Resource Update 1

Resource Update 2

List of famous personalities

Cultural tour of India

Prepared by Bhanu Chander V

©Stuff You Look blog
Useful online webpage list
Picture composition - narrating a story (By me)
Picture composition - narrating a story 2
Visualization and observation concepts
Download NID-DAT Previous question papers

Practice Links
Sample Subjective questions for BDes exam preparation
Sample Subjective questions for PG (both MDes and PGDPD) preparation
Improving Imagination and 3D solid viewing
Step-by-step sketching examples
Design problem solving tips with an example (not for Bdes)

Quick Links
Last minute tips for NID
My rough Portfolio – with tips and tools used
Tips on how to make a Design Portfolio (theory)
List of Design institutes after 12th
What shall I do if I didn't get admission/rank

Some of CEED and UCEED syllabus overlaps with NID Syllabus and if you’re planning to give CEED/UCEED exams, then probably you can also go through the following links. Otherwise just give an overview. For NID, GK practice is needed at length, unlike the other design exams.

CEED 2017 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2016 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2015 Previous paper solutions
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CEED 2014 Previous paper solutions
CEED 2013 Previous paper solutions
UCEED 2016 Previous paper solutions
UCEED 2015 Previous paper solutions
Answer key to UCEED official sample question paper

All the best ☺